Milton is one of the leading manufacturers and marketers of houseware products in the country. Since our inception in 1972 we have established a network of over 55,000 retailers, and a host of strategically-placed manufacturing units across India. This has allowed us to constantly move forward in our endeavour to innovate better and more efficient products for our customers. Our unwavering commitment to this goal, has won us loyalty in India, and across more than 60 countries worldwide. Hamilton Food Services was established with a vision to cater to the Food & Hospitality Industry, and offers a range of products to choose from under its brands. Now delight your guests by serving them food in a safe, elegant and stylish manner.

Milton, along with Claro, Spotzero, and Treo, is a part of the Hamilton Group of companies.
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**TERROSO**

**Lissome Dinner Set**
Sq. Round Dinner Set

**Terroso Sq.Round 31 Pcs Dinner Set**
12" (30.48 cm) 1 Serving Platter, 31" (27.94 cm) Dinner Plate Set of 6, 7.5" (19.05 cm) Small Plate Set of 6, 4" (10.16 cm) Veg Bowl Set of 6, 3.8" (9.65 cm) Small Bowl Set of 6 8" (20.32 cm) Serving Bowl with Lid Set of 2, Smart Serving Spoon Set of 2

MRP: 4700/-

**Terroso Lissome 31 Pcs Dinner Set**
4" (10.16 cm) 1 Serving Platter, 11" (27.94cm) Dinner Plate Set of 6, 7.5" (19.05 cm) Small Plate Set of 6, 4" (10.16 cm) Veg Bowl Set of 6, 3.8" (9.65 cm) Small Bowl Set of 6, 8.5" (21.59) Serving Bowl with Lid Set of 2, Smart Serving Spoon Set of 2

MRP: 4350/-
Lissome Small Plate 7.5" (19.05 cm)  
6 Pcs. Set MRP : 750/-

Lissome Dinner Plate 11" (27.94 cm)  
6 Pcs. Set MRP : 1275/-

Lissome Soup/Veg Bowl 4" (10.16 cm) 
6 Pcs. Set MRP : 450/-

Lissome Small Bowl 3.8" (9.65 cm)  
6 Pcs. Set MRP : 400/-

Splender Tray 3 Pcs. Set  
Small+Medium+Large MRP : 910/-

Designer Medium Tray MRP : 700/-

Round Hot Pot Plate MRP : 175/-

Milk Mug 360 ml MRP : 155/-

Round Coaster MRP : 350/-

Bucket 400ml MRP : 250/-

Kadai 500ml MRP : 200/-

Kadai 50ml MRP : 175/-

Handi 500ml MRP : 275/-

Handi 750ml MRP : 370/-

So. Coaster MRP : 350/-
**LISOME**

**Dinner Set Designs**

- **Pink Lotus**
- **Vine**
- **Bamboo Grass**
- **Crystal**
- **Martin**
- **Stepping Stone**
- **Tulip**
- **Blue Stroke**
- **Golden Marbo**
- **Golden Grass**

**Lisosome 31 Pcs Dinner Set**
- 6 Pcs: 11” (27.94 cm) Dinner Plate
- 6 Pcs: 7.5” (19.05 cm) Small Plate
- 6 Pcs: 4” (10.16 cm) Veg Bowl
- 6 Pcs: 3.8” (9.65 cm) Small Bowl
- 2 Pcs: 8.5” (21.59 cm) Serving Bowl with 2 Lids
- 2 Pcs: Smart Serving Spoon
- 1 Pc: 14” (35.56 cm) Serving Platter

**MRP**: ₹ 4280/-

**Lisosome 18 Pcs Dinner Set**
- 4 Pcs: 11” (27.94 cm) Dinner Plate
- 4 Pcs: 7.5” (19.05 cm) Small Plate
- 4 Pcs: 3.8” (9.65 cm) Small Bowl
- 1 Pc: 8.5” (21.59 cm) Serving Bowl
- 1 Pc: Serving Spoon

**MRP**: ₹ 2000/-

**Lisosome 14 Pcs Dinner Set**
- 6 Pcs: 12.5” (31.75 cm) Buffet Plate
- 12 Pcs: 3.8” (9.65 cm) Small Bowl

**MRP**: ₹ 2276/-

**Lisosome 18 Pcs Thali Set**
- 6 Pcs: 9” (23.62 cm) Soup Plate
- 6 Pcs: 5” (12.70 cm) Soup Bowl
- 6 Pcs Soup Spoon

**MRP**: ₹ 1185/-

**Lisosome 18 Pcs Soup Set**
- 4 Pcs: 4.5” (11.43 cm) Soup Bowl
- 6 Pcs: 4.5” (11.43 cm) Soup Spoon

**MRP**: ₹ 735/-

**Lisosome 12 Pcs Soup Set**
- 6 Pcs: 11” (27.94 cm) Dinner Plate
- 12 Pcs: 3.8” (9.65 cm) Small Bowl

**MRP**: ₹ 2025/-

**Sweet Tulip**

**Persica**

**Golden Leaf**

**Sakura**

**Bird of Paradise**
SQUARE ROUND
Dinner Set Designs

Ikat
Ombre
Zinnia
Purple Lil.

Grey Paisley
Water Leaf
Tulip
Ceise

Diana
Lilac Tulip
Jewel
Vine

Square Round 31 Pcs Dinner Set
6 Pcs: 11" (27.94 cm) Dinner Plate,
6 Pcs: 7.5" (19.05 cm) Small Plate,
6 Pcs: 4" (10.16 cm) Veg Bowl,
6 Pcs: 3.8" (9.65 cm) Small Bowl,
2 Pcs: 8" (20.32 cm) Serving Bowl With 2 Lids,
1 Pc: Serving Spoon, 1 Pc: Rice Spoon,
1 Pcs: 12" (30.46 cm) Serving Platter

Square Round 18 Pcs Thali Set
6 Pcs: 12.5" (31.78 cm) Buffet Plate,
12 Pcs: 3.8" (9.65 cm) Small Bowl
MRP: 2520/-

Square Round 18 Pcs Soup Set
6 Pcs: 6" (15.24 cm) Soup Plate,
6 Pcs: 4.5" (11.43 cm) Soup Bowl,
6 Pcs: Soup Spoon
MRP: 1990/-
Square Round Buffet Plate 12.5" (31.75 cm) 6 Pcs. Set MRP: 1670/-
Square Round Dinner Plate 11" (27.94 cm) 6 Pcs. Set MRP: 1420/-
Square Round Small Plate 7.5" (19.04 cm) 6 Pcs. Set MRP: 850/-

Square Round Soup Plate 8" (20.25 cm) 6 Pcs. Set MRP: 590/-

Square Round Soup Bowl 4.5" (11.43 cm) 6 Pcs. Set MRP: 600/-
Square Round Veg Bowl 4" (10.16 cm) 6 Pcs. Set MRP: 520/-
Square Round Small Bowl 3.8" (9.65 cm) 6 Pcs. Set MRP: 450/-

Square Round Serving Platter 12" (30.48 cm) 1 Pc. MRP: 395/-
Square Round Bowl with Lid 8" (20.32 cm) 1 Set MRP: 450/-

Style Rice Spoon 2 Pcs. Set MRP: 185/-
Style Serving Spoon 2 Pcs. Set MRP: 185/-
PRIME
Dinner Set Designs

Prime 31 Pcs Dinner Set
6 Pcs: 10.5" (26.67 cm) Dinner Plate, 6 Pcs: 7" (17.78 cm) Small Plate,
6 Pcs: 4" (10.16 cm) Veg Bowl, 6 Pcs: 3.8" (9.66 cm) Small Bowl,
4 Pcs: 6.3" (16.00 cm) Serving Bowl With Lid,
2 Pcs: Royal Ladle Spoon,
1 Pc: 13.5" (34.29 cm) Serving Platter
M.R.P : 3750/-

Prime 18 Pcs Dinner Set
6 Pcs: 10.5" (26.67 cm) Dinner Plate, 6 Pcs: 7" (17.78 cm) Small Plate,
6 Pcs: 3.8" (9.66 cm) Small Bowl
M.R.P : 1995/-
Serving Ladle

Deep Soup Serving Ladle
342 x 106 x 61 mm
1 Pcs. MRP: 165/-

Long Perforated Serving Ladle
300 x 85 x 31 mm
1 Pcs. MRP: 135/-

Long Curry Serving Ladle
280 x 67 x 43 mm
1 Pcs. MRP: 135/-

Deep Veg Serving Ladle
241 x 85 x 55 mm
1 Pcs. MRP: 135/-

Long Snacks Serving Ladle
226 x 64 x 33 mm
1 Pcs. MRP: 135/-
8.5" (21.59 cm) Smart Serving Bowl with Spoon
1 Set MRP: 521/-

Spoon with rest secures the spoon from slipping inside.
Super transparent lid shows the food inside.
Gap in lid allows the spoon for better rest.
Trendy Tray

Criscross

Rustic Wood

Walnut Bark

Golden Thread

Cream

Trendy Range:
- Trendy Tray Large: 315 x 252 x 25 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 450/-
- Trendy Tray Medium: 305 x 203 x 21 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 325/-
Splendor Mesh Tray

NEW

Brown Grid

Bamboo Cane

Bamboo Wicker

Bamboo

Splendor Mesh Range:
Splendor Mesh Tray Small: 234 x 173 x 23 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 195/-
Splendor Mesh Tray Medium: 312 x 232 x 25 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 310/-
Splendor Mesh Tray Large: 565 x 275 x 26 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 430/-
Splender Matte Tray

Splender Matte Range:
Splender Matte Tray Small: 234 x 173 x 23 mm 1 Pcs. MRP: 155/-
Splender Matte Tray Medium: 312 x 232 x 25 mm 1 Pcs. MRP: 310/-
Splender Matte Tray Large: 365 x 275 x 29 mm 1 Pcs. MRP: 430/-
Splender Range:
Splender Mini Tray: 222 x 141 x 17 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 110/-
Splender Small Tray: 234 x 173 x 20 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 195/-
Splender Medium Tray: 312 x 232 x 25 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 310/-
Splender Large Tray: 385 x 275 x 26 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 430/-

Splender Extra Large Tray: 460x316x25 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 590/-
Splender Extra Large Tray: 510x370x25 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 840/-
Also Available in 3 Pcs. Set: Small + Medium + Large MRP: 910/-
Mini + Small + Medium 1 Pc. MRP: 534/-
Mebrous
Housewall
Blue Pebbles
Tiles of Wood
Violets
Snowdrops
Healthy Honey
Bake

Orient Range:
Orient Mini Tray: 335 x 225 x 35 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 265/-
Orient Small Tray: 385 x 275 x 46 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 425/-
Orient Medium Tray: 460 x 325 x 47 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 575/-
Orient Large Tray: 523 x 380 x 48 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 800/-
Majesty Range:

Majesty Medium Tray: 312 x 240 x 23 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 300/-
Majesty Large Tray: 385 x 296 x 28 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 430/-

Majesty XX Large Tray: 459 x 363 x 34 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 581/-
Majesty X X Large Tray: 513 x 394 x 38 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 831/-
Camber Tray

Cool Cool

Melano

Lemonee

Florida

Colossal

Grape Wood
Camber Range:
Camber Small Tray: 243 x 174 x 25 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 195/-
Camber Medium Tray: 330 x 230 x 25 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 290/-
Camber Large Tray: 405 x 280 x 21 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 425/-
Camber Extra Large Tray: 485 x 335 x 22 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 590/-
Also Available in 3 Pcs. Set: Small + Medium + Large MRP: 885/-
Molecut
Dessert

Pink Lotus
Christmas house

Pottery
Champagne

Zenib & Orchid
Strokes

Umbrella
Pink Blossom

**Aveo Range:**
- Aveo Small Tray: 311 x 230 x 28 mm 1 Pc. **MRP:** 295/-
- Aveo Medium Tray: 385 x 263 x 28 mm 1 Pc. **MRP:** 400/-
- Aveo X Large Tray: 510 x 315 x 28 mm 1 Pc. **MRP:** 600/-
Designer Tray

Designer Range:
Designer Medium Tray: 485 x 360 x 40 mm 1 Pc. MRP: 700/-
6 Pcs. Table Mat Sets
MRP: ₹320/-
8 Pcs Lemon Set
(1 Pcs Splender Tray Large + 6 Pcs Lisa Tumbler 270 ml + Crystal Flask 1 Ltr)
1 Set MRP: 1300/-
Sevyan Set
MRP : 600/-

8 Pcs Dahi Bhalla Set
MRP : 950/-

Multipurpose Jars Set
3 Jars 700 ml MRP : 550/-

Available Designs:
- Colour Vase
- Candy
- Cherry Tree

Breakfast Set
1 Pcs. Sandwich Plate 7” (17.78 cm)
1 Pcs. 200 ml Classic Mug
1 Set MRP : 260/-

Spark Jar
Spark Jar 300 ml 2 Pcs. Set, MRP : 300/-
Spark Jar 300 ml 4 Pcs. Set MRP : 600/-
Spark Jar 500 ml 1 Pcs. MRP : 180/-
Spark Jar 600 ml 3 Pcs. Set MRP : 515/-
Spark Jar 650 ml 3 Pcs. MRP : 570/-

7 Pcs Tea Server Set
MRP : 675/-
Mugs & Tumblers

Cone Mug 440 ml
MRP: 215/-

Coffee Mug 390ml
MRP: 230/-

Available in Design

Available in Design
Coffee n Cookies Duet Server
1 Set MRP : 525/-

Coffee n Cookies Server
1 Set MRP : 320/-

Cuba Coffee n Cookies Server
1 Set MRP : 350/-

Brew Mug 350 ml
1 Pcs. MRP : 180/-
2 Pcs. Set MRP : 345/-

Solitaire Mug 100 ml
2 Pcs. Set MRP : 285/-
6 Pcs. Set MRP : 800/-

Cuba Mug 350 ml
1 Pcs. MRP : 180/-

Classic Mug
200 ml 6 Pcs. Set MRP : 650/-

Cappa Costa Set
MRP : 200/-

Available in Design
Divine Christmas Cookies Coffee Cake

Colours 0 1 2 3 4 5
Yummy Soup Set
MRP: 250/-

Phenix Bowl 2 Pcs. Set 6.3" (16.00 cm)
MRP: 385/-

Phenix Bowl 5 Pcs. Set 3.8" (9.65 cm)
MRP: 415/-

Phenix Bowl 5 Pcs. Set 4.2" (10.66 cm)
MRP: 490/-

Phenix Bowl With Lid 2 Pcs. Set 7.25" (18.41 cm)
MRP: 690/-

Phenix Bowl With Lid 2 Pcs. Set 6.3" (16.00 cm)
MRP: 560/-

Snackup Bowl 7.5" (19.06 cm) 1 Pcs. MRP: 155/-
Snackup Bowl 6" (15.24 cm) 1 Pc. MRP: 120/-
Snackup Bowl 5" (12.7 cm) 1 Pc. MRP: 85/-
Snackup Bowl 4" (10.16 cm) 1 Pc. MRP: 65/-
Plates & Platter

Chip N Dip Plate 11.2" (28.44 cm)
1 Pc. MRP: 305/-

Desert Platter 8.8" (22.35 cm)
1 Pc. MRP: 179/-

Sandwich Plate 6" (15.24 cm)
1 Pc. MRP: 125/-
Sandwich Plate 7" (17.78 cm)
1 Pc. MRP: 164/-

Boat Plate 11" (27.94 cm)
1 Pc. MRP: 175/-

Dahiwada Plate 5.2" (13.20 cm)
6 Pcs. Set MRP: 435/-
Dahiwada Plate 6" (15.24 cm)
6 Pcs. Set MRP: 590/-
Dahiwada Plate 6.69" (16.99 cm)
1 Pc. Set MRP: 128/-

Panipuri Plate
1 Pc. MRP: 200/-
Cuisine 3 Partition Plate  
1 Pc. MRP : 275/-

Cuisine 6 Partition Plate  
1 Pc. MRP : 375/-

Adults Spoon / Fork  
1 Pc. MRP : 280/-

Snack-up Plate 7" (17.78 cm)  
1 Pc. MRP : 95/-  
Snack-up Plate 10" (25.4 cm)  
1 Pc. MRP : 163/-

Dip n Eat Plate 10.5" (26.67 cm)  
1 Pc. MRP : 250/-

Round Snack Plate 12" (30.48 cm)  
1 Pc. MRP : 280/-

Designer Platter 10" (25.4 cm)  
1 Pc. MRP : 263/-

Pizza Plate 13" (33.02 cm)  
1 Pc. MRP : 395/-

Rome

Verona
Miniatures

Ice Cream Bowl
1 Pc. MRP: ₹105/-

Twin Sauce Dish 4.3"
(10.92 cm)
1 Pc. MRP: ₹55/-

Twin Sauce Bowl 3.6"
(8.89 cm)
1 Pc. MRP: ₹50/-

Square Sauce Dish
1 Pc. MRP: ₹55/-

Aaran dip 6.29"
(15.97 cm)
MRP: ₹75/-

Carter dip 4.7"
(11.98 cm)
MRP: ₹47/-

Rick dip 4.09"
(10.38 cm)
MRP: ₹53/-

Felix dip 4.56"
(11.68 cm)
MRP: ₹50/-

Daniel bowl 2.83"
(7.18 cm)
MRP: ₹65/-

Cooper dip 3.74" (9.49 cm)
MRP: ₹95/-

Folio 5.22" (13.72 cm)
MRP: ₹165/-

Folio 7.87" (19.98 cm)
MRP: ₹165/-
Coasters

Square Coaster 6 Pcs. Set MRP : 350/-

Round Coaster 6 Pcs. Set MRP : 350/-

Available Designs:
- Paseflow
- Lusury
- Flow
- Florida
Elegant Hot Pot Plate 1 Pc.
6.49" (16.48 cm) MRP : 140/-
7.48" (19 cm) MRP : 180/-

- Black Marble
- Earthy
- Rastiko

Hot Pot Round Plate 1 Pc. MRP : 135/-
- Diana
- Jewel
- Vine
- Crystal

Hot Pot Square Plate 1 Pc. MRP : 135/-
- Diana
- Jewel
- Vine
- Crystal
Kid's Set

Kids Meal Set
1 pc Kids 5 Partition Plate + 1 pc Kids Bowl 5" (12.7 cm) + 1 pc Kids Fork + Spoon
MRP: 560/-

Kids Feed Set
1 pc Kids 3 Partition Plate
1 pc Kids Glass 280 ml + 1 pc Kids Fork + Spoon
MRP: 410/-

Kids Breakfast Set
1 pc Kids 3 Partition Plate
1 pc Kids Bowl 5" (12.7 cm) + 1 pc Kids Mug 380 ml + 1 pc Kids Fork + Spoon
MRP: 536/-

Kids Cereal Set
1 pc Kids bowl with handle 6" (15.24 cm) + 1 pc Kids Fork + Spoon
MRP: 225/-
Kids Feast Set  
1 pc Snack-up Plate 10" (25.4 cm)  
+ 1 pc Kids Mug 350 ml  
+ 1 pc Kids Glass 280 ml  
MRP : 455/-

Kids Noodles Set  
1 pc Snacker Bowl with Lid + 1 pc Fork & Spoon  
MRP : 390/-

Kids Bowl 5.5" (13.97 cm)  
MRP : 105/-

Snacker Bowl with Lid  
MRP : 315/-

Kids Glass 280 ml  
MRP : 105/-

Kids Mug 350 ml  
MRP : 120/-

Kids Fork & Spoon  
MRP : 55/-

Kids 3 Partition Plate  
MRP : 225/-

Kids 5 Partition Plate  
MRP : 375/-

Kids Bowl with Handle 6" (15.24 cm)  
MRP : 155/-
TEST REPORT

Report No. : PN.HL:3490000284
DATE : 21-02-2012

HAMILTON HOUSEWARES P LTD.
PLOT NO. 1B, SECTOR 12, INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SIDCUL
BHEL-249403
INDIA

CONTACT PERSON : Mr. GAJENDRA S MADNA

THE FOLLOWING SAMPLE(S) WAS/WERE SUBMITTED AND IDENTIFIED BY/O/N BEHALF OF THE CUSTOMER AS :
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION/DINNER PLATE
COLOUR/PRINTED MELAMINE PAPER
SAMPLE REC'D ON/19/01/2012
TESTING PERIOD: 19/01/2012 to 20/02/2012
TEST(S) PARAMETERS: OVER ALL MIGRATION SHORT TERM DURATION
SOLUBLE HEAVY METAL (Bx, Co, Cu, Fe, Li, Mn, Zn)

TEST REQUESTED
CONCLUSION
European Commission Regulation (EU) No 10/2011 OVER ALL MIGRATION SHORT TERM DURATION
SOLUBLE HEAVY METAL (Bx, Co, Cu, Fe, Li, Mn, Zn)
PASS

TEST(S) RESULTS
PLEASE REFER TO THE NEXT PAGE(S).

Per Pro SGS India Private Ltd

Authorized Signatory
Email your Test Report Related Enquiries at Feedback.HLT@sgs.com

---

TEST REPORT

Report No. : PN.HL:3490000280-1
DATE : 16/03/2012

HAMILTON HOUSEWARES P LTD.
PLOT NO. 1B, SECTOR 12, INTEGRATED INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SIDCUL
BHEL-249403
INDIA

CONTACT PERSON : Mr. GAJENDRA S MADNA

THE FOLLOWING SAMPLE(S) WAS/WERE SUBMITTED AND IDENTIFIED BY/O/N BEHALF OF THE CUSTOMER AS :
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION/DINNER PLATE
COLOUR/PRINTED MELAMINE PAPER
REFERENCE NO./10/1% ETHANOL
SAMPLE REC'D ON/19/01/2012
TESTING PERIOD: 19/01/2012 to 20/02/2012
TEST(S) REQUESTED/OVER ALL MIGRATION SHORT TERM DURATION

TEST REQUESTED
CONCLUSION
European Commission Regulation (EU) No 10/2011 OVER ALL MIGRATION SHORT TERM DURATION
10% ETHANOL
PASS

TEST(S) RESULTS
PLEASE REFER TO THE NEXT PAGE(S).

Per Pro SGS India Private Ltd

Authorized Signatory
Email your Test Report Related Enquiries at Feedback.HLT@sgs.com

---

This Report cancels and supersedes the Report No 3490000289 Dated 15/02/2012 issued by SGS India

This is a computer generated report does not require signature

Consumer Testing Services, Udupi, INDIA:

This report is issued by the Company subject to its General Conditions of Service printed on the reverse of the Report. The Company’s sole responsibility is to its Client and this document does not constitute a transaction between the Company and the Client. The Company does not accept liability for any loss or damage caused by any act of the Company or its employees, agents or contractors. The Company retains the right to refuse to accept samples or to refuse to carry out any tests at its sole discretion. The Company reserves the right to modify its General Conditions of Service at any time without notice.
TEST REPORT

Report No. : PN-HL:2490001250
DATE : 30-01-2012

HAMILTON HOUSEWARES P LTD.
4TH FLOOR, KAISER-HIND BLDG BALLARD ESTATE,
MUMBAI
INDIA
A/C HAMILTON HOUSEWARES P LTD.
CONTACT PERSON : Mr. GAJENDRA MADHA

THE FOLLOWING SAMPLE(S) WAS/WERE SUBMITTED AND IDENTIFIED BY/ON BEHALF OF THE CUSTOMER AS:

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION : GASTRONOMY PAN
SAMPLE RECEIVED ON : 23/12/2011 TESTING PERIOD : 23/12/2011 to 30/01/2012
TEST(S) REQUESTED : SPECIFIC MIGRATION OF FORMALDEHYDE, MELAMINE & AROMATIC AMINE IN 3%
ACETIC ACID

Migration
Specific Migration of Melamine
Formaldehyde
PLEASE REFER TO NEXT PAGE(S)

ASSESSMENT: The Sample meets the requirement of LG&B abd Regulation (EC) No. 1935/2004 in the tested items under the given test conditions, if the material corresponds to the tested quality.

Per Pro SGS India Private Ltd

Authorized Signatory
Email your Test Report Related Enquiries at Feedback.HLT@sgs.com

SGS India Pvt. Ltd.

Test Report

INTERTEK

TEST REPORT

NUMBER : BOMT11025657
DATE : 19-Oct-2011

APPLICANT : HAMILTON HOUSEWARES P LTD.
KAISER-HIND BLDG,3RD FLOOR,CURRIMBHOCY
ROAD,BALLARD ESTATE,MUMBAI,INDIA,400 001

ATTN : Rakesh Jain.

Sample Description : ONE PIECE OF SUBMITTED MELAMIN PLATE SAMPLES.

Date Received/Date Test Started : 17 Oct 2011
Date Confirmation Received :
Buyer Name : KENYA
Style No : 
Order No : 
Color : MELAMIN PLATE
Fiber Content : 
Article No : 
Specification No : 

TEST CONDUCTED : AS PER THE REQUEST OF THE APPLICANT. FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE REFER TO ENCLOSED PAGE(S)

Prepared & Checked By :
For Intertek India Private Limited - [Mumbai]

SUNDARMURTHY KRISHNAN
SR. MANAGER - QUALITY AND TRAINING

TEX/95

Intertek India Private Limited
G3, Ground Floor, Akull Corporate Park, LBS Marg, Opp: Naval Cantonment Housing Colony, Kanjurmarg (West), Mumbai – 400 079
Tel : +91-22-24756900, Fax : +91-22-3559 1057
Registered Office : E-20, Block B-1, Mohan Co-Operative Industrial Area, Mathura Road, Near Delhi - 110044. Web site : www.intertek-india.com
Melamine Unique Features

- No Direct Flame Heating
- 100% Food Grade
- Stain Proof
- Break Resistant
- Dishwasher Safe
- Heat Resistance up to 140°C
- Scratch Resistant
- Not For Microwave
- Not For Baking Oven

DELHI
7-J, Gopala Tower, 25,
Rajendra Place, Delhi - 110 008.
Tel no : (011) 2586 2923 / 3130 2525.
Email: arum@hamiltonindia.in

HYDERABAD
Lings Reddy Gardens, D.No.1/6-1, Beside Bharath Petrol Pump,
Ramanthapur, Hyderabad - 500013.
Tel: (040) 27709009
Email: hyderabad@hamiltonindia.in

KOLKATA
4, Chowringhee Lane, Block III / IV, Unit - B,
8th Floor, Diamond Chamber, Kolkata - 700 016.
Tel no : (033) 2292 1852.
Email: calcutta@hamiltonindia.in